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The STory
Tim, Terry, Tina, Tom and Tex were all 
invited to Taylor’s tenth birthday party. 
The gifts they brought her were tennis 
balls, a toy teapot, a tiny top, a tape 
recorder and a top hat. They paid $5.00, 
$6.00, $8.00, $9.00 and $10.00 for 
their gifts. At the party, they all were 
given seats next to someone they did 
not know. Their partners were Trevor, 
Tameka, Theo, Ted and Teresa. Based on 
the clues, match the children with the 
gifts they brought, the cost of their gifts 
and their partners.

The clueS
1. Tim, Terry and Tex spent the most for their gifts, which 

did not include tennis balls.
2. Tim and Tina knew Trevor and Teresa but did not sit next 

to them.
3. Tom did not buy the tennis balls, and spent $4.00 less 

than Terry, who spent the most.
4. The child who bought the toy teapot sat next to Theo.
5. The child who gave the tennis balls sat next to Ted.
6. The tiny top cost Tim $9.00.
7. Tom did not sit near Trevor, and he did not give the  

top hat or teapot.
8. Tex did not sit next to Theo.

 Tim Terry Tina Tom Tex

 tennis balls  tennis balls tennis balls tennis balls tennis balls
 toy teapot  toy teapot  toy teapot  toy teapot  toy teapot
 tiny top  tiny top  tiny top  tiny top  tiny top
 tape recorder tape recorder tape recorder tape recorder tape recorder
 top hat  top hat  top hat  top hat  top hat

 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00
 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00
 $8.00 $8.00 $8.00 $8.00 $8.00
 $9.00 $9.00 $9.00 $9.00 $9.00
 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00 $10.00

 Trevor  Trevor  Trevor  Trevor  Trevor
 Tameka  Tameka  Tameka  Tameka  Tameka
 Theo  Theo  Theo  Theo  Theo
 Ted  Ted  Ted  Ted  Ted
 Teresa  Teresa  Teresa  Teresa  Teresa
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